A 50-year-old gentleman initially presented with chronic pelvic pain. Clinical workup included an MRI, which demonstrated a large sacrococcygeal mass. The 10-cm mass was surgically removed, and pathology revealed a chordoma with negative margins. Postoperative adjuvant radiation therapy was delivered to the region. Immediate posttreatment MRI demonstrated no residual or recurrent tumor, and the patient was placed under routine surveillance.

After a quiescent 7 years, an MRI of the pelvis obtained for routine followup revealed recurrent disease extending from the midline sacrum into the right gluteus maximus muscle. The recurrent tumor, surgically removed, measured 13 cm with negative margins. Given the full dose of radiation already delivered to the site, no further radiation treatment was offered. The patient underwent continued surveillance.

One year later, the patient developed two additional masses in the right upper thigh. These masses were resected, with the largest measuring up to 6 cm. Pathology again confirmed chordomas. Within the following year, additional thigh chordomas recurred and were resected. At about the same time, the patient also developed a palpable, small, subcentimeter nodule in the left occipital scalp. The lesion was excised and proven to be a chordoma. A few months later, the patient felt new nodularity in the same region. MRI of the brain revealed a T2-hyperintense, mildly enhancing nodule with restricted diffusion in the left occipital scalp (Fig. 1). This was presumed also to represent a metastatic lesion.

The patient was treated with a number of varying chemotherapy regimens but continued to demonstrate disease progression. MRI of the pelvis continued to show an enlarging solid and cystic right gluteal mass extending from the midline sacrococcygeal region. Imaging also demonstrated a metastatic implant in the right pectineus muscle (Fig. 2).

The patient continued on chemotherapy but still developed additional metastatic lesions. Most recently in his course, he noticed palpable nodules in his right upper extremity. MRI revealed two T2-hyperintense, avidly enhancing nodules, one in the anterior deltoid muscle and one in the medial head of the triceps (Figs. 3 and 4). These lesions are presumed to represent further distant metastases, given the already proven metastatic disease.

Chordomas are rare neoplasms that arise from remnants of the notochord (1, 2). They account for only 2–4% of primary bone malignancies. These tumors primarily arise from the sacrococcygeal region (50%), spheno-occipital region (35%), and other spinal segments (15%). Though typically slow-growing and with a relatively low rate of metastasis, they often have a poor outcome due to their local aggressiveness, with the primary tumor recurring after treatment in 46–70% of patients (2). Given their delicate areas of involvement, complete surgical resection can be
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Figure 1. A. Axial FLAIR MR image through the brain shows a subcentimeter, hyperintense, superficial lesion in the left scalp. B. Axial T1-weighted, postcontrast image shows mild heterogeneous postcontrast enhancement. C. Axial diffusion-weighted image indicates restricted diffusion.

Figure 2. A. Axial T2: Hyperintense, T2 infiltrative mass extends into the right gluteus maximus with solid and cystic components and an additional lesion situated within the right pectineus muscle. B. Axial T1 postcontrast: The right gluteus maximus lesion demonstrates rim enhancement around the cystic components and more solid enhancement in the medial aspect of the muscle. The lesion in the pectineus avidly enhances.

Figure 3. A. Coronal, T2-weighted, fat-saturated sequence demonstrates a hyperintense ovoid lesion in the anterior deltoid muscle. B. It is isointense to muscle on the axial T1-weighted sequence. C. Heterogeneous enhancement is demonstrated on the axial, T1-weighted, fat-suppressed, postcontrast image.
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Metastases from chordomas have been reported to occur in anywhere from 5 to 43% of patients. In a study by Kishimoto et al., about 23% of 198 patients demonstrated metastases (1). Given the rarity of the lesion, the nature of its metastasis is not fully known. The limited literature most commonly cites metastatic implants more frequently in the lung, skin, subcutaneous tissue, and bone (1-3, 6). Skeletal muscle involvement is very uncommon and has been reported only in a few cases in the literature (Table).

In general, skeletal muscles have been considered an uncommon site for metastasis from any primary tumor. Though recent data does suggest that skeletal muscle metastases may not be as infrequent as previously projected, the more commonly reported cases involve primary tumors from lung, breast, kidney, and melanoma (7). Given the limited reports of skeletal muscle metastasis specifically from chordomas, it appears that though muscle involvement from other primary tumors may not be as rare as once thought, those from chordomas are still quite unusual. Our case illustrates another uncommon example of metastasis to skeletal muscle.
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